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SUMMARY 

In this investigation, the optimum structural strength contributed by a material 

to the overall strength of the pavement was studied for cases applicable to Virginia. 
The variables were (a) the modulus of el•.sticity or the thickness equivalency of the 

material, (b) the thickness of the material in the layer, (c) the location of the material 

with respect to other layers containing stronger or weaker materials and in varying 
thicknesses, and (d) the effect of the total pavement thickness and the depth of the ma- 

terial from the top of the pavement. 

The investigation consisted of two parts: (a) a study of the thickness equiv- 
alencies of the materials on interstate, primary, secondary and subdivision roads in 

Virginia, and (b) a model study. The evaluation of the highway system was quanti- 
tative, while that of the model study was qualitative only. 

This investigation showed that the structural strength of a pavement is 

decreased when a weaker layer is placed over a stronger layer or when a weaker 

layer is sandwiched between two strong layers. The investigation also showed that 

when the bottom of the top layer does not bend, the stress distribution is bulb type; 
and when the bottom bends, the stress distribution is fan type. Each case would 

therefore need a different mathematical treatment for design. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In Virginia and other states, flexible pavement design has undergone a change 

from the old concept of designing each successive layer stronger than the layer 

underneath it. Nowadays materials having a high modulus of strength, e. g., soil 

cement, soil lime, and cement treated aggregate, are commonly used. These 

materials are placed in subgrades or bases, and at various depths and at varying 

positions in relation to other layers having a low modulus of elasticity. Because of 

this, the structural strength contributed by a given material is affected by the 

arrangement of the other materials in relation to the material under consideration. 
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In this investigation, the manner and the degree of strength contributed by 

a material in such pavement systems, with respect to the strength of other materials, 

have been studied. Two types of studies were made as stated below. 

(1) Determinations of the optimum thickness equivalency values of the 

materials used on primary, interstate, secondary and subdivision 

roads in Virginia. The thickness equivalency values are based on 

the location of the materials in the structure of the flexible pavement. 

(2) A mode[ study for qua.[itative evaluation of the effect of thickness and 

modulus of strength of a given layer with respect to the thickness and 

modulus of strength of the other .layers in the pavement system. 

The thickness equivalency values of the materials with respect to their 

location in the structure were determined. The effect of the location of a given 

material in a pavement with respect to the other materials in the pavement system 

was determined, along with stress distribution patterns. 

PURPOSE 

The main purpose of this study was to determine the structural behavior and 

the optimum use of a given material in a layered pavement system. It was proposed 

to determine the behavior and strength of the given material with respect to the 

modulus of strength and thickness of other layers in the system. 



THICKNESS EQUIVALENCY VALUES OF 

PAVEMENTS IN VIRGINIA 

The thickness equivalency value, a, is an index of the load carrying capacity 

of a material and could be defined as the ratio of the strength of a one inch thickness 

of the material to that of one inch of aspha[.tic concrete or any other specified material. 

In Virginia, different design standards are established for (a) primary and 

interstate roads• and (b) secondary and subdivision roads. In the case of primary 

roads, the design is based on the subgrade CBR value and on traffic in terms of 

18-kip equivalents. In the .case of secondary and subdivision roads, the design is 

based mostly on traffic in terms of vehicles per day. The eva•uations of thickness 

equivalency values for these roads were carried outas discussedbelow. 

_P_r i__marya_n• Ip_te r s ta_te R o a_d s 

The evaluation of thickness equivalency values in this case was based on 

(a) the adoption of soil support values (based on CBR and soil resiliency), which 

would accottat for the regional factor, (b) traffic in terms of 18-kip equivalents, and 

(c) deflections° The thickness equivalency values have been reported previousl.y. (1, 2) 

These values were determined by multiple regression analysis. 

A study of cement treated aggregate subbases was carried out in this investi- 

gation and their thickness equivalency values, along with all. the others previously 

determined, are given in Table 1. (Table and figures are appended. ) 



Se_cpnd•ry and., Su,.b._di.vision Roads 

The evaluation of the thickness equivalency values in this case was based 

main!y on traffic in terms of vehicles per day. The values determined by regression 

analysis were based on the present design practice in Virginia, by correlating daily 

traffic with tl• thickness index D alh 
1 + a2h 

2 + 
(3) in the equation log D P + Q 

log vpd., where 

D Thickness index alh 
1 + a2h 

2 + 

vpd the number of vehicles ]•er day 

hl, h2, thickness in inches of different .layers 

a 1, a2, thickness equivalency of the materials with 

thicknesses hl• h2, respectively• and al 1. 

P and Q constants of the equation. 

The following equation was obtained- log D 0.2 + 0.24 log vpd from 12 mean values. 

The correlation coefficient was found to be 0o 99 and the standard error of estimate 

0.02. These values indicated a very high degree of correlationo 

Effect of Depth of Cover and Pavement Thickness 

on Thickness•Eq_,Av_alency Values 

The pcimary and interstate roads usu.alty carry high volumes of traffic whi.le 

the secondary and subdivision roads carry comparatively low volumes of traffic. The 

primary and interstate roads are therefore stronger and thicker than the. secondary 

and subdivision roads. 
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Examination of the thickness equivalency values in Table I for the two sets 

of design procedures reveals the following: 

(a) The thickness equivalency of untreated aggregate in the base is 

0.35 for primary and interstate roads, and 0.60 for secondary 

and subdivision roads. 

(b) Similarly, the thickness equivalency values of the materials in the 

subbase for primary and interstate roads is lower than the values 

for secondary and subdivision roads. 

(c) In the case of primary and interstate roads the thickness equivalency 

for the cement treated aggregate for the base course is 1.0, and 

for the subbase course 0.6. 

The reason for the above mentioned differences in the thickness equivalency 

values is the depth of the cover. In the case of primary and interstate roads, the 

surfacing, binder, and base courses over the untreated aggregate would consist of 

asphaltic concrete varying in thickness from 4.5 to 10.5 inches. Further, an inter- 

mediate .layer of about six inches of cement treated aggregate is sometimes provided 

between the untreated aggregate base and the asphaltic concrete mat, which further 

increases the cover thickness. As compared to this thickness of cover, the cover 

thickness of asphaltic concrete over the untreated aggregate base for secondary and 

subdivision roads varies from zero to five inches. The reduction in thickness 

equivalency with an increase in cower thickness has also been pointed out by Foster. (4) 
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In some cases it has a•so been found that as the thickness of the pavement 

decreases the thickness equivalencies of the materials increase. This is evident 

from Table 1, wherein the thickness equivalency values of the subbase materials in 

secondary and subdivision roads are higher than those of similar mate riais in 

primary and interstate roads. 

Figure 1 has been drawn on the basis of AASHO Road Test Results. (3) This 

figure shows that as the depth of the pavement increases the thickness index required 

decreases. For example with the 20,000 lb. axle load shown in the figure the thick- 

ness index decreases from 3.31 to 3.14 when the pavement thickness increases from 

7 +10.4 17.4 inches to 7 +16.8 23.8 inches. 

In spite of the effect of the depth of cover and pavement thickness on the 

thickness equivalencies of the materials, it is found that the equation of thickness 

index, D alh 
1 + a2h 

2 + holds good. This equation is applicable if the thickness 

equivalencies of the materials are determined according to their quality or strength 

and their .location in the pavement system. However, during study of the flexible 

pavements in Virginia certain observations were made which, due to lack of data, 

could not be c.[arified. Therefore, mode[ studies were conducted to investigate these 

observations. This study is discussed in the following paragraphs. 

MODEL STUDIES 

The study of pavements in Virginia indicated that when the organization of 

the layered system deviated from that of the usual system, there was a change in the 

load versus thickness index relationship. 
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It was not possible to make any theoretical verification of this fact beyond 

certain limits. Theoretical evaluations made on pavements in Virginia are given 

in the 1969 publication. (2) The method of verification by models was therefore 

employed° The object of the model studies was to obtain a qualitative evaluation of 

the behavior of the pavement. No quantitative or numerical evaluation was proposed 

or should be assumed• though numerical values are given for clarity. 

In all the studies .mentioned herein the mode.Is consisted of two• three, or 

four layers of materia[s arranged in varied order and in varied depths. The lowest 

layer consisted of a specified material called the subgrade having a modulus 

of elasticity 1,000 psi for an infinite depth, The infinite depth of the subgrade was 

obtained by increasing the thickness of the subgrade layer until the .load deflection 

ratio on the subgrade only remained almost constant° Some of the different combina- 

tions adopted are described below. All materia.[s in the models were homogenous, 

isotropic and elastic within the testing range of load and time. All models whose 

results are reported herein were two dimensional on a three dimensional subgrade. 

The models were of a specified width and depth to permit proper distribution of load. 

The depth of each layer varied. The load was applied in the center of the model and 

maximum deflections measured. The .loading system on the two and three demensional 

mode.Is is shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). 

TWO _Layers Single _Laye_r Over the Subgr___a_d_e 

In a two layer system, the mod•ltm of elasticity of the top layer is always 

higher than that of its st•bgrade• e. go, an untreated stone or soil cement, asphaltic 

mat, etc., over a weaker soil subgrade. 
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In this investigation, three photoelastic materials having moduli of elasticity 

values E 30,000; 340,000; and 450,000 psi were independently loaded while resting 

on a weaker subgrade having an E 1,000 psi. 

A graph of load versus deflection was drawn for each of the materials with 

different thicknesses of the top layer resting on the given subgrade. A[i these graphs 

were straight lines passing through the origin. The s.Iopes of the graphs differed 

from one another depending upon the modulus of elasticity and the thickness of the 

top layer. From each of the graphs, deflection per unit load was determined. Based 

on the data so obtained, a graph of deflection per unit load versus thickness of the top 

layer was drawn for each of the materials with a given modulus of elasticity. (De- 

flection per unit load was adopted to enable evaluation for any given load.) Three 

such graphs, one each for E 30,000; 340,000 and 450,000 psi of the top •ayer, are 

shown in Figure 3. 

To correlate the thickness equivalency of each of these three materials, the 

thickness equivalency of the material with E 340,000 psi was taken as a 1.0. 
1 

For different values of deflection, ratios of the thickness of the layer of materia[ with 

E 30,000 psi to the thickness of the material with E 340,000 psi were determined 

from Figure 3. There was very little difference between these ratios. The general 

trend was a slight decrease in the values of the ratios with an increase in the thickness 

of the layer or a decrease in deflection. An average value of this ratio was found to 

be 0.27. Thus, this ratio is the thickness equivalency value, a 3, of the material 

having E 
3 

30,000 psi. In the same manner, the thickness equivalency value of the 
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material having E 
2 
-450,000 psi was found to be a 2 

1.44. The thickness equivalency 

value of the material with E 
2 

450,000 psi decreased very little with an increase in 

the thickness of the layer, as was observed for the material with E 
3 

30,000 psi, and 

hence this difference is ignored and the average value accepted. 

Thus, the following values for different materials were accepted for further 

tests. 

for E 
1 
equal to 340,000 psi, a 1 

is 1.0; 

for E 
2 

equal to 450,000 psi, a 2 
is 1.44; 

for E 
3 

equal, to 30•000 psi, a 3 
is 0.27, and 

for E 
4 

equal to 1,000, a 4 was not determined, because the E value of 

the subgrade was aIso 1,000 psi. 

Three Layers --. _T_wp..:Layers .Over • S_ubgrad•e 

In the three layer system the top .layer could be either stronger than the 

bottom layer, eo g., an asphaltic concrete mat overlying an untreated stone base; 

or the top layer could be weaker than the bottom layer, e.g., stone aggregate 

lying over a cement treated subbase or an asphaltic mat lying over a portland 

cement concrete pavement. 

The mode[ tests showed that when a stronger layer lies over a weaker layer, 

the equation of log d M + N (alhl + a2h 
2 + ) based on AASHO Road Test Results 

and as adopted in the report(5) is applicable where d deflection; M and N constants 

of the equation, and al, a2, hl, h 
2 

have the same meaning as described before. 
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In Figure 4, thickness index versus deflection has been drawn for the three 

layer system and the two layer system. The values of the three layer system were 

obtained directly from load tests, while the values of the two layer system were 

obtained from the curves in Figure 3, which were drawn from the load test data. 

Excluding the very low values of thickness index, say up to a maximum of D 2, the 

graph of deflection, d• versus thickness index, D, would be a straight line. Lower 

values of D are ignored because pavement designs with such low values would be 

impractical. However, the straight line graph shown in Figure 4 is based on a 

simple regression analysis of all points shown in the graph. A high degree of corre- 

lation (R -0.97) exists between these two variables, deflection and thickness. 

With a I 
1.0 for the upper .layer as determined from the two layer system 

discussed above• it was found that the thickness equivalency of the lower layer with 

a lower strength modulus increasesas its thickness decreases, as shown in Figure 5. 

The increase is from a value of 0o 27 as determined in the two layer system to 0.48 

for the minimum thickness adopted° This tendency has been observed in pavements 

in Virginia. H. B. Seed, et aI(6) have shown that resiIient deformation per inch of 

granular base is smaI[er for an eight inch base than for a twelve inch base. Resilient 

deformation is an inverse function of the thickness index, and hence an inverse function 

of the thickness equiva[ency. Thus, the investigation by Seed, et al also shows that the 

thickness equivalency of the lower layer increases as its thickness decreases. 

We could, therefore• conclude that the optimum thickness value for the lower 

layer is the minimum thickness that could be economically provided. 
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In the mode[ study, when a stronger layer was laid under a weaker layer 

as shown in Figure 6 the model did not exactly fit the equation log d M + N 

(alh 
1 + a2h 

2 + ) as it offered Iess resistance to deflection. Assuming a 2 
0.27 

for the upper .layer as determined from the two .layer system discussed above• it 

was found that as the thickness of the top [a•r increases, the th•ckaess equivalency 

contributed by the .lower .layer decreases° This is shown in Figure 6. The reduction 

in the value of the thickness equivalency of the .lower .layer depends upo• the ratio of 

the modalus of the two layers and also on thelr thicknesses° This figure also shows 

that the thickness equivalency of the .lower .layer increases as its thickness increases° 

Figure 6 thus shows that the strength equivalency value• al, o•" the stronger 

lower layer decreases from io 0 to 0.6 dependent upon .layer thickness if a 2 
is taken 

as 0.27. Thus, we find that the material.s in this system remain below their optimum 

strengths. 

Four Layers Thre_e L_,ayers ._O_v_er__a •ubgrade 

In this system, if the modulus of elasticity decreased from top to bottom no 

change was noticed from the f•.ndamentals disct•ssed in the three layered system with 

the stronger layer over the weaker layer, io eo log d -.a + b (alh 
1 + a2h 

2 + 

The system discussed herein• and which sometimes is found it, practi.ce, is 

when a weaker layer is sandwiched between two stronger [ayerso Two systems of 

sandwiched layers are discussed. In one case the sandwiched layer had an E 
4 

I, 000 psi with the sandwiching .layers having an E 
1 

340,000 psi as shown in Figure 7. 
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In the other case the sandwiched layer had an E 
3 

30,000 psi with the sandwiching 

layers having an E 
1 

340,000 psi or 450,000 psi. The case of the sandwiched layer 

with an E 
3 

30,000 psi and sandwiching layers with an E 
1 

340,000 psi is shown 

in Figure 8. 

In both cases the model did not exactly correspond to the equation log d 

M + N (al.hl + a2h 
2 + ) and the following was observed. 

(a) Assuming the normal thickness equiva.iency value a I 
1.0 for 

the sandwiching layers with an E 340,000 psi, the strength 

contributed by the weaker sandwiched layer (i. e.• the •a.iues of 

a 4 or a 3) decreased with art i.ncrease in thickness of the sandwiching 

layers. See Figure• ? and 8o 

(b) By decreasing the modulus of e•asticity of a sandwiched .layer, the 

strength contributed by the sandwiched layer coasiderab•.y decreases 

as compared to its norma.[ strength and is even sometimes negative. 

See Figures 

The negative thickness equi•aler•cy value shows that the pavements are not 

reinforced by the sandwiched layer, but that, on the contrary, they decrease in total 

strength. This same behavior was observed on an experimental project in Virginia 

where a select so_i[ materia.[ was sandwiched between soft cement underneath it 

and stone base or cement treated aggregate and asphaltic concrete over ito The 

deflections as re•ated to supposedly cemparable projects were higher and it is 

believed that if this [ayer was not introduced the deflections of the pavement would 
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have been lower. In other words, the thickness equivalency of this sandwiched 

material was negative, thus giving a higher deflection. 

This negative thickness equivalency value could be explained by the ob- 

servation made on the stress distribution for weak sandwich layers in the following 

paragraph. In this paragraph, it is shown that the angle of spread of load increases 

with a decrease in the modulus of elasticity of the sandwiched material. It is 

obvious, therefore, that the introduction of a weaker sandwiched layer provides 

two effects. (1) It spreads the load over a larger area and thus transmits very 

little load intensity to the underlying layer, and (2) the variation, in thickness of 

the sandwiched layer does not seem to affect the system much, as long as the 

sandwich layer remains in compression only. 

Use could be made of these two effects in the optimum design of pave- 

ments. For example when the subgrade is weak or resilient a sandwich !ayer 

system could be ut•tized to spread the load over a larger area. Since the load 

intensity transmitted to the underlying layer is small the choice of material and 

thickness design of the underlying layer could be such as to provide mor'e rigidity 

than strength. Further, the thickness of the sandwich layer need not be increased 

beyond a certain minimum. 

The reduction in the overall structural strength of this type of ss.ndwich 

system does not eliminate its use. There are cases in which this flexib.!•e sandwich 

layer helps in other respects, e.g. by preventing reflection cracks in the bottom 

sandwiching layer from traveling into the top sandwiching layer. 
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St_ress. Dis.tribution i n Layered Sy.stem_s 

By means of a po[ariscope, the stress distributions in layered systems 

were determined. The stress distributions were mainly of two types, (a) the 

bulb type as shown in Figure 9(a), and (b) the fan type as shown in Figure 9(b). 

Bulb Type Distribution 

The bulb type distribution was found in the following cases. The amount of 

stress and the degree of distribution depended upon the thi.ckness and the modulus 

of elasticity of the materials in the •ayered system. 

(a) Two layer system The underlying •ayer was a subgrade of infinite 

depth having an E 30 x 
106 psi. The overlying layer consisted of 

varying depths of 0.5 inch and above and the modulus of elasticity was 

equal to 1,000; 30• 000; 340,000; or 450,000 psi. 

(b) Three [ayer system The underlying layer was of infinite depth 

having an E 1,000 psi. The overlying two layers consisted of the 

top layer of thickness 0.5 inch or more and an E 1,000 or 30,000 psi. 

The layer below the top iayer had a thickness of 0.5 inch or more and 

an E 340,000 or 450,000 psi, i.e., a modulus of elasticity much higher 

than that of the material above it. An example of this is shown in Figure 

9(a). The bulb type distribution is-ciear[y defined in the topmost layer 

only when the underlying layer or the layered system is very rigid. 

From this it is evident that when a weaker layer, such as untreated aggregate 

or a combination of thin asphaltic concrete over untreated aggregate, lies over a 
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stronger layer, such as a good quality soil cement or cement treated aggregate, 

the stress distribution will be bulb type. In other words it may be stated that when 

the lower layer prevents bending of the bottom side of the top layer, the stress 

distribution will be of the bulb type, and Boussinesq's theory, or theories based 

on Boussinesq's evaluation, could be applied. 

Fan_Type_ _Dis_tributi on 

The fan type stress pattern was found in the following cases. The amount 

of stress and the degree of distribution depended upon the thickness and the modulus 

of elasticity of the materials in the layered system. 

(a) Two layer system The underlying layer was a subgrade of 

infinite-depth having an E 1,000 psi. The overlying .layer consisted 

of varying depths and had an E 1,000; 30,000; 340,000; or 450,000 psi. 

(b) Three layer system Various combinations in thicknesses of two 

layers over a subgrade material of infinite depth with an E 1,000 psi 

were found to give a fan type distribution in the top layer. These com- 

binations were as follows. The lower layer had an E 30,000 psi and 

the upper layer had an E 340,000 or 450,000 psi; or the lower layer 

had an E 340,000 psi and the upper layer had an E 450,000 psi. An 

example of this is shown in Figure 9(b). 

(c) Four layer system In all the systems tried, the sandwiched layer 

was weaker than that of the other two layers. In almost ali cases a 

fan type distribution was observed in the top layer. In a few cases, 
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when the ratio of the modulus of the sandwiching layers and the 

sandwiched layer was low and the thickness of the sandwiched layer 

was. also low, a combination of bulb and fan type stress distribution 

was observed. 

From the above observations, it could be concluded that when the layer 

underlying the top layer has a low modulus of elasticity and the overlying layer 

has the same or a higher modulus of elasticity, fan type distribution takes place 

in the top layer. In other words, it m•y be stated that when the bottom side of the 

top layer bends, the stress distribution will be fan type and the design of the top 

layer should be based on the avoidance of failure along the shear plane as recom- 

mended by McLeod(7) and by others based on this principle. 

Effect o• Deep_ St_r_epgth 

The stress distribution pattern in two layers of the same modulus and 

varyin'g depths lying over a subgrade layer was carried out with partial bond 

between the two layers that could slide over their contact surface after a certain 

amount of load was applied. The pattern of stress distribution in the top and 

lower layers was always of the form shown in Figure 10. This shows that when 

a certain depth of a specified material is laid in more than one layer and there 

is no perfect bond between the two layers the structural behavior is different as 

compared to that of one deep layer. The difference in the strength contributed 

depends upon the thickness of the two layers and the modulus of elasticity of the 
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material in each. The overlying layer in combination with the underlying layer 

provides less structural strength than when laid in one depth. 

Ef.fect Of Weak. Sandwi.che...d L.ayers_ 

Figure 11 shows the stress distribution for three cases of a four layered 

system. In Figures ll(a) and (b) the sandwiched layer consists of material with an 

E 1,000; but the thickness of the sandwiched layer in Figure ll(b) is half the 

thickness of the sandwiched [ayer in Figure ll(a). 

No stress lines are noticed in the sandwiched layers in Figures ll(a) and (b); 

instead, three horizontal bands are noticed in Figure 11(a). The two bands near 

the contact surfaces with the top and bottom layers were deep brown in color, while 

the central band was light brown. In the case of thinner sandwiched layers, as 

shown in Figure ll(b), the color was uniformly deep brown. Both figures, ll(a) 

and (b), therefore indicate uniform stress of compression with higher stresses near 

the contact surface. This uniform stress of compression indicates an increase in 

the spread of the load over the top of the sandwiched layer. Thus, it is concluded 

that the angle of spread of the load increases with a decrease in the modulus of 

elasticity of the material of the sandwiched •ayer. 

Comparing Figures ll(a) and (b), we find that under the same load there is no 

change in the stress distribution in the lower sandwiching layer, except in the sand- 

wiched layer itself. This shows that the thickness of the sandwiched layer does not 

affect the system below the top sandwiching layer. 
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Figure ll(c) shows a sandwiched layer with a hi•gher modulus of elasticity, 

as compared to that in Figuresll(a) and (b). Stress lines are visible in the sand- 

wiched layer, and the load transfer to its underlying layer is greater than for a 

weaker sandwiched layer. Thus it shows that as the modulus of elasticity of the 

sandwiched layer decreases, the transfer of load through the lower sandwiching 

layers decrease s. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Investigations of satellite pavements on primary and interstate roads of 

Virginia, the secondary and subdivision road designs for Virginia, and 

the model studies have shown that: 

(a) The strength contributed by a pavement could be represented by a 

thickness index of D a lh 1 + a2h 
2 + as given by the AASHO 

Road Test Results. The thickness equivalency value of the material 

depends upon its strength and location in the pavement system. 

(b) The thickness equivalency value of the material decreases as the 

thickness of the cover increases and vice versa. 

2. The following conclusions are drawn from the model studies. 

(a) In the case of a single layer resting on a subgrade, the thickness 

equivalency of the material in the layer decreases very little with 

an increase in depth, and hence this variation could be ignored. 
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(b) In a three layered system, when a stronger layer lies over a weaker 

layer (e. go, an asphaltic concrete mat over a stone base) the optimum 

thickness of the weaker layer is the minimum thickness one could pro-- 

vide economically. 

(c) In a three layered system, when a weaker layer lies over a stronger 

layer (e. g., untreated aggregate over treated aggregate) the structural 

strength of the pavement, or resistance to deflection, is less compared 

to when the layers are reversed. 

(d) When a weaker layer lies over a stronger layer and if this underlying 

strong layer prevents bending in the bottom side of the top layer, the 

stress distribution is bulb type. In such a case Boussinesq's theory, or 

theories based on Boussinesq's evaluation, can be applied. 

(e) When a stronger layer lies over a weaker layer or over a layer of the 

same strength the underlying Iayer permits bending in the bottom side of 

the top layer, and the stress distribution will be fan type. In such a case 

the design of the upper layer should be based on the avoidance of failure 

along the shear plane. 

(f) In the case of a four layered system with a weaker material sandwiched 

between two layers of stronger materials, if the sandwich layer contributes 

any strength to the pavement system, this strength contributed by the sand- 

wiched layer decreases with an increase in the thickness of the sandwiching 

layers. 

(g) The strength contributed by the sandwiched layer decreases, and even 

becomes negative, with a decrease in its modulus of elasticity. 
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TABLE 1 
95 

THICKNESS EQUIVALENCY VALUES OF MATERIALS IN FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT SYSTEM 

Serial 
•umber 

Location and Material Notation 

Surface Asphaltic Concrete 

Base 

(a) Asphaltic Concrete 

(b) Cement treated 
aggregate over dense 
graded aggregate base 
or soil cement or soil 
lime and under A. C. 
mat. 

(c) Dense graded aggregate 
crushed or uncrushed 

(d) Select material I 
(Va. specifications) 
directly under A.C. 
mat. and over a sub- 
base of a good quality. 

(e) Select material 
cement treated 

Subbase Select Material 
type I, H & III (Va. 
specifications) 
(1) In Piedmont Area 

(2) In Valley & Ridge 
area and Coastal 
Plain 

Soil Cement 

Soil Lime 

Sel. Mat. Cement 
treated 

Cement treated aggre- 
gate directly over sub- 
grade 

AoC. 

CTA 

Agg. 

Agg. 

Sel. mat. C 

Sel. Mat. 

S.C. 

S.L. 

Sel. mat. C 

CTA 

Value of "a" 
Primary Secondary 

and and 
Interstate Subdivision 
Roads 

0.35 

O. 35 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.60 

0.80 

0.0 

0.50 

0.60 

0.55 

0.80 
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(Based on Figure 36 of AASHO Road Test SR 61E) 

22 

20 

18 

16 

14 

12 

10 
3.0 

•l I| 

• • 
:•. Variable bases 

• 
•- •¢• • (Surfacing 3" and subbase 4" ) 

• ,,. o Crushed stone base. • • >•ituminous treated base. 

• 

X 
• 

• 
• • 

3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 

AASHO Thickness index. 

Figure 1. Thickness index versus paverr•nt depth (AASHO Tests). 
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Figure 2(a). Loading system for three dimensional model. 

Figure 2(b). Loading system for two dimensional model. 
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• h variable 

• 
E l, O00psi 

0.1 0.2 0.3 

Figure 3. 

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 

h thickness in inches. 

Deflection v/s thickness (two layer system). 
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Case 1 {three Layers} 
E =340,000psi •a =••---=• 0 h 

1 
.=30,000psi a.=0.2• I--- 

• 
7".7.'.•• 

h3 E 
l- -1 

E 1,000 psi. 

Case 2 (two layers) 

a or E Variable 

E 1,000 psi. 

h variable 

2 

Notations. 

Equation log d 1.644 3. 047 D 
Correlation coefficient -0.97 
Standard error of estimate =. 03 

30, 000 

340, 000 

450, 000 

0.125 • 

0.25 '• 

• h 
I O. 5" 

or a 3 0.27 (two layer) 

or a 1 1.0 (two layer) 

or a 2 = 1.4:0 (two layer) 

and h 
3 
variable (three Layers 

and h 3 variable (three layers 

and h 3 variable (three layers 

1 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

D Thickness index. 

Figure 4. Deflection versus thickness index (model study) 
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II 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

h 
3 = Thickness of lower layer, E 

3 = 30, 000 psi. 

Figure 5. Weaker layers underneath a stronger layer. 

1.0 

0.5 

0 

E •i3•"000psi a.•0 27-]• h3 

E 1,000psi 

h 
3 = O. 125"•• 

h 3 = O. 25" 

h3 = 

0.5"• 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

h 
I 

Thickness of lower layer in inches, E 
1 

340,000. 

Figure 6. Stronger layer underneath a weaker layer, 
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II 
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E4= 1,000 P.S.I. 

E2=,450,000 RS.I. 

.e--- E = 1,000 RS.I. 

E2=450,000 RS.I. 

E3"- :50,000 P. S. I. 

•'--E =1•000 P.S.I. 

Figure 9(a). 

Figure 9(b). 

Stress distribution when a weaker Layer 
lies over a stronger Layer. 

Stress distribution when a stronger layer 
lies over a weaker layer. 
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El= 340,000 P. S.I. 

El: 340,000 P.S.I. 

,i--- E = 1,000 R S. I. 

Figure 10. •Effect of joint between two layers 
• this case of the same m•lulus. 
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